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Introduction 
(1) Let A an B be countable models with finitely many finitary relations. We 
consider the connections among the following sentences: 
I(A, B)==-A and B are isomorphic to each other. 
E,,(A, B )~A and B are nth order equivalent. 
Ezv(A, B) =-- A and B are ZF-equivalent, that is for every formula ~(x, y) of ZF 
V(m ~ to)(~(A, m) ~ ~(B, m)). 
Of course Ezv(X, y) is not a formula of ZF, but a scheme of formulae. If M is a 
transitive model of ZFC then, in M, Ez~ is equivalent with the following asser- 
tion; 
EzF(A, B)~ for every formula ~(x) of ZF ~(A),~-->~(B). The equivalence is a 
consequence of the fact that if to is standard, then every natural number can be 
defined by a ZF formula. 
Obviously we have I--~ E,, and Ez~ ~ E,, for all A, B, 0 < n < to. Ez~-~ E, 
does not hold in general, in an arbitrary ZF model (where to is not standard), 
therefore the concept Ez~ is more suitable for our purposes. However if we are 
working with transitive models we will use Ez~ instead of Ezv. 
It is well-known that ~(E1--* I). J. Pelikfin and A.S. Kechris asked, whether 
E 2 ~ I were true? In this paper we prove that E 2 ~ I is independent from ZFC. 
This result was also obtained by M. Magidor independently. 
The theorem L ~ E2 -~ I (Lemmas 4 and 5) is folklore, and we show that if G is 
a Cohetl generic real over a countable transitive model of ZFC, then for all n 
M[G]t~::IA, B(E~AmI). Moreover M[G]~3A, B(EzFA-nI). That is we have 
two ZF-equivalent countable models which are not isomorphic to each other. 
(2) L N E 2 --~ it, SO L ~ E2-'~ E3 that is, it is consistent with ZFC that second- 
order equivalence implies third-order equivalence. We prove that this assertion is
independent from ZFC (Theorem 4); we give a model N of ZFC so that 
N~ ~(VA, B Ez--* E3) 
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moreover 
N g (E3 ~ I) A "-I (VA, B E2 -'~ I) A GCH; 
that is there exist two second-order quivalent countable non-isomorphic models 
in N, but the third-order equivalent countable models are isomorphic to each 
other. Mod~l N is obtained by adding countably many generic to~ branches to a 
suitably chosen Suslin tree (Lemma 8). The present simple proof of Lemma 7 and 
Lemma 8 is from the referee. 
(3) There is a model M' of ZFC such that 
M'P Ezr.--> I A -7VA, B[(VnE,) -..-:, I] 
and hence 
M' ~ Ezr ~ I A --7 VA, B[(V hE,,) ~ UzF] 
(Theorem 5). M'= (L[a])[G], where a is a Cohen generic real over L and G is a 
P generic set over L[a], where P is to, closed for all n ~ to and 
M'ga ={k e to [ 2'% . . . . .  2 ~, ..... }. 
P can be constructed by Easton's method. 
(4) The results listed in (1) remain valid if we restrict our conside'ations to
some special class C of models, for example to groups. 
We have M[G]~"-7VA,  B(EzF-* I) for groups" that is there exist two ZF- 
equivalent countable groups in M[G] which are not isomorphic (Theorem 2). 
We can construct by cardinal collapsing a model M" where the corresponding 
assertions holds for ordinals and other classes of models too (Lemma 3). L. Babai 
has proved that 
M"~"~(~A, B(Ezv---~ I) for Abelian p-groups" 
and the corresponding theorem for fields (in fact lor real closed fields) is a joint 
result of his and the author. 
The results of (2) and (3) hold for the class of groups, that is for example there 
are (in N) two second-order equivalent groups which are not third-order 
equivalent. 
Notation. Preliminaries 
~()") is the domain, ~(f) is the, range of the function f. Xy is the set of all 
functions [ with ~( f ) -X ,  ~(f)c_ y. P(a) is the set of all subsets of a. 
f" (x)  = {x 13y ~ x x = f (y) ) .  
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f ~ X is the restriction of the function f to the set X. 
H~,(A, B) = {ft f is a function ^ ~( f )  ~ A ^~( f )  ~ B ^ Ill < ~}, 
H(A, B) = Hto(A, B). 
H~,(A, B) is a partially ordered set if p ~< q ~-~p ___ q for all p, q ~ H,  (A, B). C is a 
class if there is a formula ~(x) of ZFC so that C = {x [ ¢(x)}. 
Forcing. We use Cohen's method of forcing (cf. [3]). Let M be a countable 
transitive model of ZFC; P a notion of forcing, PeM;  G ,P  generic over M; 
a e M. If a is a name of the forcing language then t~ will denote the interpretated 
of a relative to G. Let ~ be a name of the element c e M so that ~6 = c for all G. 
/~ will denote a name of the element b ~ M[G], G will denote a name so that 
t~- - -G  for all G. P is called symmetric (or homogeneous) if for every p, q e P 
there is an automorphism 7r~ M of P such that ~rp and q are compatible. A name 
a of the forcing language is symmetric if ac = t~6~ for every automorphism 
~r ~ M of P. A sentence q~ of the forcing language is symmetric if every constant in 
¢ is symmetric. 
We use the following Lemma on symmetric notions of forcing (cf. [1]). 
Lemma A. If P is symmetric, pe  P and p~q~, where ~ is a symmetric sentence then 
1e I1- q~. 
We shall take model to mean models with finitely many finitary relations. If A 
is a model we always assume that there is a first-order language ~tA~ and a fixed 
interpretation of ~t,x~ in A. If we have a class C of models we assume that its 
elements are of similar type and the corresponding language is the same for all 
c ~ C. A formula over A is a formula of the corresponding language. We always 
assume that a countable model is infinite. 
Trees. The knowledge of the following definitions is only necessary for the proof 
of Theorem 4. 
A tree ('F,<~T) is a partially ordered set with a greatest element Ix, so that for 
every x ~ T the set {y ~ T I x <TY} is well ordered by the inverse relation o f<r .  
The order type of {y ~ T I x <TY} under this relation; hT(x), is the height of the 
element x. A (K, h) tree is a tree (T, <~T) such that 
Va < ~, 0 < [{x ~ T[ hT(X) = a}l < h, {x ~ T I hr(x) = ~} = O, 
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A (K, A) tree is normal if 
Vx ~ T3y, z ~ T(y fi z A y < x A z < x A h,r(y) = h,r(Z) -- hT(x)+ 1), 
Vx e T Va < K 3y ~ T [a > h~-(x) --~ (y < x A hT(y) = a)], 
VX, y ~ T [(lim (hr(x)) A Vz ~ T(z > x ~ z > y)) --o x = y]. 
The elements p, q of an arbitrary partially ordered set P are called incompatible if
they have no common lower bound in P. An  antichain is a set of pairwise 
incompatible lements in P. 
B is an a-branch of the tree T if it is a linearly ordered subset of T and 
Vfl < a ::l!x ~ Bh-r(X) = ft. 
A Suslin tree is a normal (~ol, to~) tree, with no uncountable antichain. 
Let T be a tree 
T~={y~T[y~x} if x~T.  
The tree T' is an extension of T if 
T={xeT '13y~Tx>~T,y}  and <~T=<~.r,N(TxT). 
T, = {x ~ T I hr(x) = ~}. 
If T ~, T 2 are (to1, ~o~)-trees, T I®T 2 denotes the (oJ~, col)-tree with domain 
{(x, y) I::la (x e T~A y ~ T~)} 
and ordering 
Lx', y')<(x,  y) iff x'<~x and Y'<aY. 
Exter~sions to any finite number of trees are obvious. 
We always assume that there is a standard transitive model of ZFC. This 
assun~ption may be eliminated, so our consistency results are theorems of ZFC+ 
Con ZFC. (This is true for consistency results concerning ZF-equivalence too.) 
Theorem 1. If G is a H(to, 2) generic set over M, where M is a standard transitive 
model of ZFC, then 
M[G]~ there exist two ZF-equivalent countable models, which are not isomor- 
phic to each other. 
The theorem immediately follows from the following Lemma: 
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Lemma 1. Let G be H(to, 2) generic over M and 
g(~)= U P. 
p~G 
Set 
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F~'= ( f~  °'2 [ltn ~ ~o If(n) ~ g(n)m'}[ < to} 
Let us define a countable model (S (a), R(~ ), R(2 a)) in M[G]. Let S (a~ = (o U Fm), 
R(1 ~) be the usual ~ on to and 
Rt2O~(x, y).-*(x e to A y e V~°) A y(x) = l). 
If G and G' are H(to, 2) generic sets over M and M[G]=M[G']  then 
(S m~, R~ °~, R(2 ~J) is ZF-equivalent to (S c°'), R~ a'~, RC2 °'~) in M[G]. 
If G and G' are H(to, 2) generic sets over M such that M[G]= M[G'] and 
g(C;)(n) :~ g(CY)(n) for infinitely many n e to then 
M[ G ]~"(S m~, R~ a~, R(2 c~) is not isomorphic to (S (a'), R~ a'), R(2~')). '' 
Proof. First we prove that the models (Sm), R~ a), R'2 ~)  and (S ~6'~ . . . .  ) are ZF 
equivalent in M[G]. 
Let ¢,(x) be a formula of ZF and prove that 
M[ G ] ~ q~((S ~ . . . .  )) ~ q~((S ~c'~ . . . .  ). 
Let g, fi, S,/~1,/~2 be names of . . . .  S (~, R~ c;~, R~2 ~ such that 
l l Fg :  Ud AF={fe~'2  l [{ne~ [f(n) ~ ~,(n)}l <~o} 
^/~(x, y)~-~(x e ~ ^  y e F^ y(x) = i). 
Suppose for example that 
M[ G ]~ q~(( S(a) . . . .  ). 
We claim that 1~( (S , /~ ,  i~z). Suppose this is not true, then the~e is ape  
H(to, 2) so that pit---a~((S,/~,/~)) Let G' be H(to, 2) generic over M, such that 
p ~ G' and 
]{n I~(~)(n) ~ ~(o,)(n)}l < to. 
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There exists such a G'  since the maps ~'~: H(~o, 2) --> H(co, 2) defined by 
N(r,(p)) =~(p) ,  (r.(p))(k)~- p(k )<.-~ k = i 
are automorphisms of H(~o, 2) and so G'  = r~, • • • %G for suitably chosen i, . . . . .  
i,, E ~o. 
Now G '=~-~. . .%G,  where ~- , - . -% is an automorphism of H(~o, 2) in M 
therefore M[G] = M[G']  and I{n I ~c~(n) ¢ ~c6~(n)}l~o implies that 
so 
M[ G ] = M[ G']~ q~((S(o,) . . . .  >), 
which is impossible since p e C/ and 
ptF ~ ~(<s, n,, R~>). 
Suppose that z-~ z' is an isomorphism of (S (G) . . . .  > onto <S (G') . . . .  } and 
g(C'(n) 5 ~ g(G')(n) for infinitely many n. Since (~o, ~> has no nontrivial automorph- 
isrn, x = x' for all x ~ ~o. Therefore for any y ~ F ~°~ 
VxeoJ(R~6)(x, y),-> R~°')(x, y')) 
that is y = y' which is impossible since 
t{ n I g(°)(n) :p g(~"(n)}l = co implies that F(C3'fl F (c~'~ =0. 
Now we want to prove the analogue of Theorem 2 for groups. We will use the 
models defined in Lemma 1. Every model of this type can be coded by a group so 
that the isomorphism type of the group unequally determine our model. Hence the 
results of Lemma 1 will remain valid for the corresponding roups. 
Lemma 2, There exist formulae ~(x), tk(x) of ZF, so that if U is a subset of '°2 and 
for each a ~ U 
U = {b ~ ~2 I I{n s (o : a(n) 7 ~ b(n)} I < ~} (1) 
then there is a permutation group II u of oJ with the following properties: 
(i) Vx(q~tU, x)<-*x = flu) , 
(ii) if 11 is an arbitrary group which is isomorphic to He, then 
Vy(tk(Tr, y)<--> y = U). 
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That is II v and U are mutually ZF definable from each other by fixed formulae 
o[ ZF. (The formulae ~ and ~k are very simple, so, .for example U and Ilu are 
constructible one .from the other.) 
Proof. If p is an odd prime, let Sty °) and .q(i) be subsets of to with p elements, so - -p 
that s~'n_q~¢(i'--0 for all (i, p )¢  (j, q) and Up(S~°)U S~ 1)) = to. Now for c very p we 
define the permutations trp, % on to such that trp will be a cyclic permutation on 
.~(o) and S~" -pg(°) which does not move the other elements; % will change the sets _p 
and does not move the other elements. That is; 
rr,,L~<o) x .~(o) n~S~O)__.trp(n)=n; o(cr0) = p, -o. p J = _p , 
o('rp) = 2, Tp,-p"(,q(°)~, _-- -p'q(1), ,T~(s(pl)) = ,q(o) ~p , 
r,(O} ,~(I) ~1~ p U ~ %(n) = n. - -p  
If u E U let p. be a permutation of to so that if p. is the nth odd prime number 
and u(n) = 0 then p,, is the identity on .q(o) IJ q(t) "~nrl if u(n) = 1 then p. is equal to 
trp. on S~I~U S~r,~. ~ Let l lu  be the group of permutations generated by 
{1% [ u E U} U {rp I P is an odd prime}. 
We haw~ defined Hu from U. Let x E IIu, o(x)= oc. By the definition of II~ there 
exists an m E to so that 
x t U -os'"= r l  p[,;I U -~ . `') 
p -m i~k  p>m 
i~2 iE2 
where uj are suitably chosen elements of U, e i = + 1. By virtue of (1) we mac 
suppose that t~z permutations 
P., t U{S~)IP>m, iE2} 
are identical and so we have 
x t U{S~) lp>m,  iE2}=o~u I "'" (uEU) 
and x = yp~,, = O~.y, where 
yEllu, o(y)<o% o(x )=% o(y )<~.  
Now the commutabil: W of y and O'. implies that o(p~,)<~. We may define the 
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function u I to -m from x by 
u(n)=l~- -~3ze l lu(o(z )=2 Ap, Io(xzx-mz-I)< °e if n>m.  (2) 
Indeed, assume that u(n)= 1. An easy calculation shows that 
p,, I o(#°'x- '~x)<~. 
Hence (2) holds with z=l"v. Now suppose that o (z )=2 p,, Io(z- lx-~zx)<oc. 
Obviously if p is an odd prime, then 
{w t (s'~"u. s~,'))l w ~ n~,} 
.~(o)  I I  .~( I )  is a permutation group of p _~v whose order is a divisor of 2p. Therefore 
g(°)U S~,~o )) = 2 so x is not the identity on p, [o(z-~x-~zx t -p..q~°) U S~1. )) and o(z t ~, , ,  
S(°~tJ.q(~) We know that x = S',y where p.  - -  ~p .  • 
y [" ,q(°)tlR(n- '2 I " '"  
hence 
0'. r .'~'°)u sg'? ÷ a t " "  
and therefore by the definition of p,, u (n)= 1. (Thus (2) gives a definition of U 
from Fl u which depends only on the isomorphism type of Ilu, so (ii) holds.) 
Theorem 2. Let M be a countable transitive model of ZFC; G be H(to, 2) generic 
over M. Then 
M[G]~ There exist two ZF equivalent groups which are not isomorphic 
to each other. 
PlooL Let G' be a H(to, 2) generic set over M so that M[G]= M[G'] and 
l{n [ 3p, q p E G A q ~ G'A p(n) ¢ q(n)}l = to. 
(The set ~'"G satisfies these requirements if r is a suitably chosen automorphism 
of H(to, 2).) By virtue of Lemma 1 the models (S~6),R~C),R~ G)) and 
(S (G'), R(~ 6'), R~ ~')) are ZF-equivalent, but they are not isomorphic to each other 
(in M[G]). Let U= F ~6~, U'= I~6")(F ~) and F t6') are defined in Lemma 1). 
Consider the groups Fl u and Ilu,. Lemma 2 implies that they are ZF-definable 
from the ZF-equivalent models 
(S (°) . . . .  ), (S (~') . . . .  
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in M[G], so II u and II u, are also ZF-equivalent. Now by [,emma 2, if the groups 
l lu  and II.,. are isomorphic then U and U' are identical which proves our 
assertion. 
Let C be a class of models. We are looking for classes with the following 
property: 
There exist two ZF-equivalent countable lements of IC which are 
(e) 
not isomorphic to each other. 
Lemma 3. Suppose that C is a class of models and C' is a subclass of C with the 
following properties: 
(i) ZFCI-IC' I = w2. 
(ii) if M, N are transitive models of ZFC and M c N, then 
(M~a, bE C'AaT~ b)--->(N~a,b~ CAa~b) .  
Then it is consistent with ZFC that C satisfies condition (e). By definition the 
consistency of (e) with ZFC means that there exists a (not necessarily transitive) 
model K of ZFC and 
A, B e K, K~"A,  B e Cr, lAI = IBI = . ,^A~ 13" 
so that for every ZF-formula ~p(x, y): 
K~Vn ~ coop(A, n)<--->~p(B, n). 
ltbrooL By the compactness theorem, it is sufficient o prove that if q~l . . . . .  Ck are 
ZF formulae, then there exists a model N of ZFC so that 
Ng::IA, B e C Vn ~ w[(qh(A, n)~-~pl(B, n)) 
^ " ' "  ^(wk(A ,  n )~k(B ,  n ) )^ lA I  = 1131 = o^A~B].  (3) 
Let M be a transitive model of ZFC and let us define the cardinal ~¢ in M as 
max {sup {Ixll x e C'}, wz}. 
We show that if G is H(w, k) generic over M, and M~CH, then N= M[G] 
s~,tisfies (3). Let ~ ={(i, n ) l i=  1 . . . . .  k, net@ Obviously there exists a ZF- 
formula $(x, y) so that 
Vx Vii, n)e dP dZ(x, (i, n)),,*q~(x, n). 
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Let C'={C~ [a e~o2}, C~C o if a~/3. If ae~o2, set 
S(a)={(i,n)eCb[1 II- O((~a,([,f i)}. 
H(o),k) 
The function S is an element of M and ~(S)c_P(q~); thus M~2 "= ~o~ implies 
that there exist ordinals a~/3 e (~o2) M so that S(a) = S(/3) but a:~/3. Now by virtue 
of the definition of S(a) and properties (i) and (ii), if we prove: 
M[G]k @(C., (i, n)) --~ 1 ~ 0((~, (i', fi)), (4) 
we have: 
M[ G]~ Ca -~ Co ^  Vn e to[(q~l(C,, n) 
~q~n(Co. n))^ " . . ^ (~k(C, ,  n) )~, ;~(C, ,  n))]. 
Since G is H(eo, k) generic over M; k = eo holds in M[G], so C~ and C o are 
countable models in M[G]. Thus the pair C~, C o would satisfy (3) (as A and B) in 
M[G]. 
Let us prove (4). Since H(~o, k) is symmetric and the formula tk(C',~, (i', ~)) is 
symmetric too, by a well-known theorem on symmetric notions of forcing we have 
~h:.ch completes our proof. 
1~eorem 3. The assertion that the class C satisfies condition (e) is consistent with 
ZFC for the following classes: 
(a) the class of all ordinals, 
(b) Abelian p-groups, 
(c) fields or real closed fields. 
PreoL (b) has been proved by L. Babai and (c) is a joint result of his and the 
autlaor. 
We prove these results by showing that the classes mentioned above satisfy the 
requirements of Lemma 3. 
Ordinals. The condition obviously is satisfied if we take C '= ~o 2. 
Abelian p-groups. We say that a e A is of infinite height in A where A is an 
Abelian p-group if the equation p'x = a is solvable in A for every positive integer 
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r (HA(a)= oo). Now we define the Ulm sequence of the Abelian p-group A. Let 
A°=A;  if a is a limit ordinal then let A"  = Q0<~A ~ and let 
A a÷l ={a~A a IHAo(a)=~}. 
Obviously A ~ is a subgroup for every ordinal a and there is a least ordinal T so 
that A" = A "~.  This r = T(A) is the UIm type of A. Note that the Ulm sequence 
and the Uim-type is absolute, that is if M, N are transitive ZF-models and 
(A, t)eMc_N is an Abelian p-group, then 
(~'(A))M = (~'(A))n. 
By a theorem of Kulikov (cf. [1]), for every ordinal $ there is an Abelian 
p-group with T(A~)= ~. Let A,  be an Abelian p-group with ~'(A)= ~'. The class 
C' = {A~ I z ~ to2~ obviously satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3. 
Real closed fields. It is sufficient o prove that the field of real numbers R has ~,~ 
least to2 different real closed subfields and two different real closed subfields 
cannot be isomorphic to each other. Indeed the notion of real closed fields is 
absolute relative to transitive ZFC models, so if ou= ~assertion is true we can take 
C'={F I FcR ,  F is real closed}. 
First we prove that different real-closed subfields of R cannot be isomorphic to 
each other. This is a consequence of the fact that if c- is an isomorphism of a 
real-closed subfield of l i  into 11 then tr is the identity mapping. (This is true, since 
o, maps squares into squares, thus tr is monotone and the rational numbers are its 
fixpoints.) 
The second assertion holds, since if R ~_ A :p B ~_ R are subsets of a transce- 
dence base over Q, then the real closures of the fields Q(A),  Q(B) are evidently 
different real closed subfields of R. 
Now we will prove that V = L ~ (E  2 ~ I ) .  We say that ja(to) has an nth order 
definable well-ordering if there is an nth order formula ¢b(X (1), yo~, Z(~) where 
X(1~, ytl), resp. Z ~2~ are second-order variables for unary resp. binary relations, so 
that if ~1 = (B, = ) is an arbitrary countable model, then the following relation is a 
well-ordering of P(to): 
x<~ y~-~Vz ~_ B®B[B ~z is an to-tyoe ordering of the universe 
~(xz, yz, z)], 
where x, y ~ to and xz, Yz are the images of x and y under the isomorphism of 
(to, ~<) onto B, Zc  B®B.  
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Lemma 4. L ~ P(to) has a second-order definable well-ordering. 
Proof. It is well known that there is a ZF-formula ~p so that the model (A, ~,  ~<) 
(where <, <~ are binary relations) is isomorphic to (L,, e, ~)  for a suitably 
chosen ordinal a, (where ~ is the canonical well-ordering of L,) if and only if ,~ 
is well founded and 
(A, <.  ~<)~q~. 
The following ZF-formula is equivalent to a second-order formula ~ over 
(B, =): If <,  < are binary relations on B so that < is well-founded and 
(B, ~,  ~<)~, and if f is an isomorphism of (B, z) onto the to of the structure 
(B, ~,  <), then for every X, Y (where X, Y are unary relations on B) we have 
that 3b~, b2EB 
x <bl "w'x~f"(X)^ yeb2~"~yef"(Y)Abt< b2 
By virtue of the preceding assertion on L~ the formula qb satisfies the require- 
ments of the definition of second-order definable well-ordering. 
Lemma 5. ZFC l- /f P(to) has an nth order definable well-ordering resp. ZF- 
definable well-ordering, then the nth order resp. ZF-equivalent countable models 
are isomorphic to each other (n >~ 2). 
Proof. Let Ao and At be nth order (resp. ZF-) equivalent countable models. We 
prove that the exL,~tence of nth order (resp. ZF-) definable well-ordering of P(to) 
implies that Ao apd A~ are isomorphic to each other. 
We may assume that 
A~ = (¢o, 1:,~,~) . . . . .  R~,,,) 
(where R~,o . . . .  ,R~., are relations on A~), and for the sake of simplicity we assume 
that there is only one binary relation on our models, that is 
A,=(to, R~), Ri c_ o~@to, (i~ 2). 
By virtue of our assumption, P(o~oJ) has an nth order definable well-ordering. 
Let R~ be the least element of P(to®to) in this well-ordering so that 
(o9, Ri}-~:(to, Rf). 
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We claim that the models (to, Rg} and (to, R~) are identical. 
We show, that for all k, l~to there is an nth order formula q~, so that 
(k, l)e Ri*-~(to, R~)~¢ 
(resp. a ZF formula t0(z), so that 
V~ tO((to, R~))'--> (k, 1}~ R, 
and the validity of the sentence 
to(k, I, (to, n,)) 
depends only on the isomorphism type of the model (to, R~)). Consider first the 
case of the ZF-formula. We have a ZF-formula v which defines a well ordering on 
P(to). Then the formula to(z) is the following: 
"if the set R is the least subset of P(to®to) in the well-ordering of 
P(to~to) defined by O, so that the model (to, R) is isomorphic to z, then 
(k , l )~R" .  
O(z) satisfies our requirements. Now we give the nth order form~:i", q~. Let 0 be 
an nth order formula which defines a well-ordering of P(to®to). Consider the ZF 
formula to(z). First we reformulate to: 
z ~ q~---"if R is the least subset of P(w®to) ~n the well-ordering defiaed 
by 0 so that there is an isomorphism of (to, R) o~to the universe, 1hen 
(k, 1)~ R". 
The formula ~¢ obviously can be regarded as an nth order formula, which 
completes our proof. 
Lemma 6. Let N~ ~_ N2 be transitive models of ZFC, s~ a countable model both in 
N t and N2 and to a second-order closed formula over ~.  Then (P(to))N, = (P(to))N2 
implies that (~¢~ tO)N, <"-~(Sg~ to)N2' 
The proof is obvious. 
qHaeorem 4. There exists a model N of ZFC such that 
N~"the third order equivalent countable models are isomorphic to each other A 
there exists two second-order equivalent non-isomorphic countable models". 
To prove the theorem we need some lemmas. 
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Lemma 7. O implies the existence of a Suslin tree T so that 
(*) If Po . . . . .  p,~ are distinct elements of T v (some 30, then 
T~p,,~ . . . ~ T.~'. ~ 
is a Suslin tree. 
Proof. By O there is a sequence (S~ [a<co~) such that S~c_Ho,,NV,,,IS, I=o~ 
with the property that whenever X~ H~, is such that 
~<,o ,~ lxnv~l~,o  then {~,o ,  I xnv~=&} 
is stationary in cos. (see [4].) 
Construct T by induction using countable ordinals as elements. Set To ={0}, 
and if T,~ is defined obtain T,+~ by taking two new ordinals to extend each 
element of T~. Suppose now that lim (a) and T Ic~ = (~0<,, To is defined. We use 
new ordinals to extend certain brznches through T ] a. These branches are chosen 
as follows. If S,~ is of the form 
{0o . . . . .  p,,)}®E, 
where Po . . . .  p, are distinct elements of Tv (some 3 ,<a)  and E is a maximal 
antichain of T [aCPo)@ . . .  @T la  Cp-~, then for each element, u, of this tree, pick a 
branch through the tree which contains u and meets E, and extend the n + 1 many 
branches of T la  so defined onto "/~,. This ensures that every point in 
(3 i~. T l [a  %) has an extension on T,~. For each remaining point, u, in T I a, pick any 
branch through T [ a containing u and extend that on T~. If on the other hand, S,, 
is not of the above form, just pick any branch through each member of T [ a and 
extend that on T~. That clearly defines an (o~1, ~ol)-tree T. The proof that T is as 
required is now routine and will not be given, (cf. for example, the construction of
a Souslin tree from O in [4]). 
Lemma 8. Let M be a countable transitive model of ZFC and let T be a Suslin tree 
which satisfies property (*) of Lemma 7, and let (s,,) .... be a sequence from T with 
I~(s.) = ,~, i÷ j - - s ,~s  r 
Set 
P={( f ,a ) i feH(~o,  T)/ ' ,a~H(o),2) 
/', [n, m ~ N(f) --~ (n e N(a) A a(n) = 1 
Af(n) <~ S, A hT(f(n)) = hT(f(m)))]}. 
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P is a partially ordered set under the ordering 
(f, a )~( f ' ,  a'),.-~ a D_ a' A Vn[n ~ ~(f') 
--, (n ~ ~(f)  ^  f(n) <- f'(n))]. 
If G is P-generic over M, then M[G]~"T  ~.~ is a Suslin t ree~A(n)=O (where 
A = [..J{a 13f(f, a )~G})AA(n)= 1-.* there is exactly one wl branch (B,,) in T C~o) 
and 
G = {if, a) ~ P [ Vn (n ~ ~(a)  
-* (a(n) = 0~.-~ T ~.~ is a Suslin tree)) 
^ Vm(m ~ ~(f) ---* f(m) ~ Bin)}". 
Proot. We begin by proving that P satisfies the countable chain con, ition which 
implies that 
(wOM = (toO~t~ " Let {(fv, a~) I g <tol}~_ P. 
By cardinality considerations we may assume that a,, = a for all v < to~ (for some 
fixed a). Likewise we may assume that ~(f,,) = d for all v<~o~ (for some fixed d). 
Let d ={no . . . . .  nk}. For each v<to l  
(L (no)  . . . . .  f i (nk) )  ~ T(~°o~® "" • ® T ~°?. 
But this tree is Suslin. Hence there are u, ~-< to I such that (f~,(no) . . . . .  f.(nk)) and 
(fi(no) . . . .  ) are compatible. Thus (L,, a,,) and (f,, a.) are compatible in P, as 
required. 
In order to establish the various claims of the lemma, it is easily seen to suffice 
that the following be proved: 
(**) 
Let u E Tv, 3' >i co be such that 
(f, a) ~ O /', n ~( f )  ~ u--fi f(n). 
Then T"  is a Suslin tree in M[G]. 
To prove (* *), suppose, on the contrary, that there is an antichain S ~_ T ~ of 
cardinality to~ in M[G] Choose pc  G so that pll-"S is an antichain of T ~u) of 
cardinality wl". For each s ~ T ~"~ choose, if possible, a condition (f. a~)~< p so that 
(i) (f,, a~)lt-"g~ S", 
(ii) Vn ~ ~(f~)[hr(f~(n)) > hT(s)], 
(iii) Vn ~ ~(f~)(fs(n) ~ u). 
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The function ~ (say) which assigns (f~, G) to s (when defined) is in M; and clearly 
S c fl~(~) so IN(,ff01M = ~o~. Hence, by discarding elemet s we may assume that for 
all ss~(~; ) ,as=a (some fixed a). We may likewise assume that N(f~)= 
{n~ . . . . .  nk} for all sefl~(ff), and that, setting y=h, (u )  there are fixed 
a~ . . . . .  ak~T.~ such that for all s~(~) , f~(n~)<u,  i=1  . . . . .  k. For each s~ 
~(~)  choose s 'e  Ttm so that s'<~s and h.(s') = h,(f,(nO). Then for each s~N(~;): 
(fs(~11) . . . . .  L (n l ) ,  s ' )  E Z°"}~Ygj ' ' '  ~ r~uO@ Z (u). 
But u~, . . . ,  uk, u are distinct elements of T~ so by construction 
is Suslin. Hence we can find distinct s, teN(~)  so that (fs(nl) . . . . .  f~(nk), S') and 
(f,(nO . . . . .  f,(nk), t') are compatible. Suppose 
([s(n,) . . . . .  lank), s')<~(f,(n,) . . . . .  f,(nk), t'). 
Then 
(f,,as)<~(f,a,}, so (f~,a~)ll-"ge,~A{eS". 
But s'<~t ' so s<~t, Since s~t, this contradicts the fact that (f~, as)l~-"S is an 
antichain of T ~"''. This proves (* *), and hence the lemma. 
From now on we shall always assume, that M is a countable transinve model of 
ZFC and M~ V= L and T, P, G are the same as in Lemma 8. In fact we shall 
assume T is the least such tree in the canonical well-ordering of L. (This will 
ensure T, and hence P, are suitably definable for our purposes.) We prove the 
mo(~el M[G? satisfies the conditions required by Theorem 4. 
Lemraa 9. M[G]~ P(o)) has a third-order definable well-ordering. 
Pro'of. By Lemma 8 G is definable in M[G] by a ZF formula. We can consider P 
(and so G too) as a subset of o)1 and hence of 2 ~ (the definition of P shows, that P 
is third-order definable over ~o. The ZF definition of G given by Lemma 8 can be 
transformed easily into a third-order definition over ~o). So, we have that G (as a 
subset of 2 '°) is third-order definable over ~o in M[G]. M~ V= L therefore very 
real of M[G] is constructible form G which gives a third-order definable 
well-ordering of P(~o) in M[G]. 
Lemma 10..Let 
P,~ = {(f, a)~ P [ fft(f)c U T~}, CO < ~ ~ (0)1) M, 
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P,~ f'l G is P,, generic over M and if b e (P((o))Mt~ then there is an a ~ ((o~)~ so that 
b~M[P~nG] .  
Proof. Let D be a dense set in P,~, D e M. The ,let D'  = {q e P I :lr e D q < r} will 
be dense in P. Indeed; let ([, a )e  P, if hT(f(n))<~a for all n e~(f )  then (f, a)eP,~ 
so there is a teD so that ( f ,a )>t  and if I '<t ,  then t 'eD'  and (f ,a)>t' .  If 
hT(f(n))>a for all ne@(f),  then let g be the function with the property 
~(f) = @(g) and 
Vn e @(g)(h,(g(n)) =a ^  g(n) ~ f(n)). 
Clearly (g, a)e Pa so there is a (g', a ' )e  D such that (g', a')~<(g, a', .(g', a')e Pa 
there.fore Vne~(g ' )hT(g(n) )~a,  which implies that g~g ' .  Now let g" be a 
function defined on ~(g') __. @(g) so that ~(g")__. T v for some 7c(wt)  M and 
Vn e @(g')[g"(n) <~ g(n)]AVn e @(f)[g"(n) = f(n)]. 
(g", c~')e P and (g", a')<(g', a')e D, thus (g", a ' )e  D'.  On the other hand, by the 
definition of g" and a';  (g", a')<<-(f, a) that is D' is dense in P. 
So we have D'NG-~O. Suppose qeD'AG.  We have : lreD, q<r, hence 
q e G, r e P~ implies r e (P~ n G) N D, that is P~ n G is P~-generic over M. 
Suppose that b e(P((o))~[o]. Let p e G. We can choose for every n~(o a 
q, eG,  q,~<p so that qn decides whether neb  or not, that is q ,~he/ J  or 
q,, It- ,"i ~/~. Let 
a =sup(h.r(f(j))I=ln, a (f, a )= q,, j~@(f)} 
Obviously a is a countable ordinal in M[G] and since P satisfies the w~ chain 
condition a is countable in M too and we have 
b e M[P,~ n G]. 
l enmla  11. Let K be a countable transitive model of ZFC; P1, P2 countable notions 
of forc~.ng in K (such that every element of P1 and P2 has incompatible extensions). 
If (}1 is a P1 generic set over K, then there exists a P2-generic set G2 so that 
K[G,]= K[G2]. If a~(P(o~))a, and K[a]~ K[G~] 
then tl'ere exists a countable notion of forcing P3 in K[a] and a P3-generic set G 3 
over K[a] so that (K[a])[G3] = K[G1] 
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Proof. The first assertion of the Lemma is consequence of the fact, that P~ and P2 
have dense subsets which are isomorphic to each other. 
Indeed, let {ao.,,} ..... be an infinite maximal anfichain in P1. If we already have 
defined the set {a~,,,} ...... let {a,.L.} be a subset of Pl witi; the foliowing 
properties: 
(i) Vn3k ai+l.,~ <ai.~, 
(ii) '¢k{a~+L, [ a~+L,, <a~,k} is a maximal antichain under a~.k. 
Now the set {a~.,,}~ . . . .  c_ p~ is a tree (we may suppose that it is dense in P~) 
whose isomorphism type does not depend on P~, so P2 has a subset isomorphic to 
it. 
Now we prove the second part of the Lemma. P3 will be a subset of P~ in K[a] 
so that 
(a) V3~ Gl, 
(b) '¢n ~ ~o 3p ~ P~ q~(n, p) where 
t)(n, p)-= (plI-p, d ~ to) A(n e a ~ pl)-p, h e d)A(n¢ a ~ pll-p, he ti), 
(c) VD ~ K (D is dense in P~ ~ D V1 P3 is dense in ,°3). 
We may construct a set P3 in K[a] with these properties. (More precisely the 
set will be defined in the structure (K[a], s ,  K).) Let us define a sequence 
np(~> )P~",(~E~o~ in K[a] by transfinite recursion on a. (P3 will be i i .~ • 
Let p~o)_o and for a>0 let 
and 
Set 
Q(a)= N j31:)(/3i 
/3<u 
P(~)3 = { q e Q(~) I (V n e o)::ip ~ O(,l[p < q/,, ~b(n, p)]) 
^VD~K(D is a dense subset of P, 
--> 3r~ O'l[r < q/xre D])}. 
Pa= M P~°>. 
Clearly P3~_ PI, P3~ K[a]. We can prove by transfinite induction on a that 
G l c p(3 ~) SO G 1 ~- P3 that is (a) holds. P, is countable in K[a] so p(j3) -- -3°(v) -- -30 if 
/3, 3,>ao (for some ao<W~) which implies (b) and (c). 
We claim that GI is p~-generic over K[a] and K[GI]=(K[a])[G~]. It is 
sufficient to prove that if D3 c P3, D3 ~ K[a] is a dense set in P3, then G~ f3 D3 -¢ 0. 
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Suppose that G~ n D3 = 0. We can choose a p ~ Gt, so that 
p lI-p~(d ~_ 03 ^ "tb3 is the set defined 
above"^ 1)3 is a dense subset of 
P3^G, nb~= 6). 
Since D3E K[a] we may suppose that we have chosen the name /)3, so that for 
every set G, P~-generic over K, a = (~)G, implies that D3 = (/~3)G. Let G3 be a 
P3-generic set over K[a] so that p ~ 63. Evidently G31"3 D3 ~ 0. We prove that G3 
is P~ generic over K. Indeed, let D be a dense subset of P~(in K). By (c), D n ,°3 is 
dense in P3 so G3nD~0,  that is G3 is Pl-generic over K. (b) implies that 
K((~)G)= K[a] and therefore (/53)0~= P3, (/)3)t% = D3. NOW we have 
63 f') (~)3)0~ = G3 f') D3 ~ 0 which contradicts (11). 
Lemma 12. Let H be P~-generic over M, [3 ~ toj. If [3 < 3' < col, P ~ Pv so that p and 
the elements of H are compatible in P, then there exists a H' e M[G] so that H' is 
Pv-generic over M[ H], p ~ H' and H' n P v = H. 
Proof. Let P .  ={qe Pv[q is compatible with the elements of H}, Obviously 
P ~ PH and P~ n P~ = H. By looking at the structure of the posets Pv, it is easily 
seen that if H' is a PH-generic set over M[H], then H' is Pv generic over M. 
Now we have to prove that there exists a set H' ~ M[G], P.-generic over M[H] 
so that p e H'. Pr4 is countable in M[G] so this assertion is a consequence of the 
next Lemma. 
Lemma 13, If H is Pro-generic over M for some [3 ~ o~i, t-I ~ M[ G ] and O ~ M[ H] is 
a countable notion of forcing in M[H], then there exists a set H '~ M[G] which is 
Q-generic over M[ H]. 
Proof. The Lemma is an easy consequence of Lemmas 10 and 11. 
Lemma 14. If G" is P,-generic over M, G 'e  M[G], then there exists a P generic 
set G' over M so that P~, n G' = G" and (P(co))MtG1= (P(oJ))M~o'j. 
Proof. We define a notion of forcing in M[G]. 
O={H~_P I  HnP~ = G" A3[3e~o, ( [3~a^H 
is P~-generic over IV/}, 
H1, H2e Q ~ (H1 <<- H2~>H1 ~ H2). 
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Let J be a Q-generic set over M. We show that the set G '= U J  satisfies the 
requirements of the Lemma. 
The equality P,, fqG '= G" holds since HOP,, = G" for all He Q~_J. Now we 
show that G'  is P-generic over M, Let D be a d,~nse subset of P, D • M. We prove 
that DAG'~O.  Set D={H~QIHAD~O}.  It suffices to prove that Jn / )~0 
and therefore, that /5 is dense in Q. 
Let H be an element of Q and suppose that H is Pe-generic over M. Set 
D o = {f, a)  • P I ::l(g, a)  • D[~( f )  = ~(g)  
^ Vn E ~(f) (f(n) I> g(n) ^  hT(f(n)) =/3}. 
D e ~M and since D is dense in P we have that D e is dense in Pe. We know 
that H is Pe-generic over M, hence there exists an (f, a)• HND~. Let (g, a )•  D 
be an element of D which satisfies the condition: 
~(f)=~(g)^W~ • (f), f(n)>~g(n). 
(By the definition of D e there exits such a (g, a).) Let 3' = sup {h(g(n)) [n •~(g)} 
Set 
P" = {P • Pv ] P is compatible to the elements of H}. 
Of course (go a )•P~.  Let H'•M[G] be a P~-generic set over M[H] so that 
(g ,a )•H ' .  By virtue of Lemma 12 there exists such a set H'  and H'  will be 
P~-generic over M. The definition of P~ implies that H '  is an extension of H in Q 
and since (g, a) • D we have H'  ~/5, which proves /3 is dense. 
So we have proved G'  is P-generic over M. By Lemma 10, if b'e (P(to))M[G'], 
there is an /3 ~ oJl such that b • M[P e n G']. We see from the definition of G'  that 
Pe N G'• M[G], so b • M[G]. Suppose b ~ M[G]. We have to prove the set 
D ={H• O ] b•  M[H]} 
is dense in Q (of course D~M[G]). Suppose that HeM[G] is Pv-generic over 
and b, He M[P~ n G]. By Lemmas 11 and t2 there exists a Pv+l-generic set H'  
over M so that H 'N  P, = H and M[H'] ~_ M[P~ N G]. We have b • M[G] and so 
(P(to))M[G] = (P(to))M[G.~. 
Lemma 15. Let A = U{a [3f(f, , ) z  G} and 
F = {re ~2 I lln • ~1/(~) ÷ A(~)} I <,o}, 
Let us 
Suppose 
above". 
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define the countable model (S, RI, R2) as in Lemma 1 that is 
S=o~UF, R~="<~ on to", 
R2(X , y)','~x~toA y~FA y(x)= 1. 
that S is a name for S, so that 11t-"S is the model defir:ed form (~ as 
If q~ is a second-order closed formula, then 
(M[G]~(S~ ))--, ~%"S~" .  
Proot. Suppose that M[G]~ (S ~ q~) but -7 1 II-~,S = ~, that is there is a p = <f, a) e P 
so that p I}- -7 S ~ ~. 
We may suppose that (n e~(a)^ n(a)= 1)~ n ~( f ) .  Let a = h.r(f(n)) for all 
n e ~( f ) .  Set 
G" = 0 U <g, b) I q >~ P ^  <g, b) e P. fl G ^  @(bh~(a)) =0}. 
G" is P.-generic over M. Indeed if (g, d) is a minimal element of (GAP~)  such 
that ~(d) = ~(a)  and 
D'={re P~ l rll q^ Zl(h, c)e P~[r= qU<h, c) 
/x ~(c) N~(a)  = Or, p U (h, c) ~ D]}, 
then D 'e  M is dense in P.. By Lemma 10GAP.  is P~-generic over M, therefore 
GOP~ND'~O,  so we have a (h,c)eP,~ such that qU(h ,c )~G,  pU(h ,c )6D,  
~(c)n~(a)~:0  Hence pU(h, c)= G'ND;  that is G" is generic over M. 
G'C;P~=G~, peG' ,  
(P(co))Mt~ =(P(~o))~[o,~. 
pll- -7 S~ q3 and pe  G'  implies that M[G']~ ~(S)~,~.  The models <S, Rj, R2) and 
((:S)z'(/~l)~', (/~2)G,) are identical, (P(to))~t~l =(P(~o))Mt~,~ so we have by Lemma 
6: (S)~,~ q~<--~S~q~, that is (S )~,~,  which is a contradiction. 
Lemma 16. M[G]~ there exist two nonisomorphic countable models which are 
second-order equivalent to each other. 
Proot. By Lemma 13 there exists a set G'o~+l e M[G] which is Po+~-generic over 
M[G O Po,+~]. Lemma 14 implies that there exists a P-generic set G'  over M such 
that G n P,~ l = Gto,. l and (P(o~))Mtc~l = (P(t°))MtG'~. 
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Consider the models ~= ((S)~ . . . .  ) and ~= ((S)G',, • .). G' f~ P,o~t = G' t~ 
M[C,], hence ~ M[G]. By Lemma 15 if ~¢ is a second-order formula, then 
(M[G]~ (M~ ~)) <--, (M[G']  ~ (~ q~)), 
therefore Lemma 6 implies that 
M[G]  ~ (,~ e q~ <--~ ~ q~), 
so s¢ and ~ are second-order equivalent in M[G]. 
On the other hand the definition of G'+~ implies that 
I{n [ 3(f, a~e G, (f', a')e O'[n e @(a)n~(a ' )Aa(n)  #a(n')]}[ = ~o 
th~'refore ~t~p~ (cf. the last part of the proof of Lemma 1) which completes the 
proof of Lemma 16 and Theorem 4. 
Theorem 5. There is a model M' of ZFC se that M'~ there exist two countable 
models A and B, such that A and B are nth order equivalent for all n ~ w, but 
A ~ B A the ZF equivalent countable models are isomorphic to each other. 
lhtooL Let M be a countable transitive model of ZFC, with M~ V= L; let a be a 
H(o, 2)-generic set over M. We know (Lemma 1) that in M[a] there exist two 
countable models A, B so that A, B are nth order equivalent for all n ~ oJ but 
A~B.  We give an extension b~' of M so that A, B are nth order equivalent in M' 
too and P(~o) has a ZF definat-c well-ordering in M' (by Lemma 5 this implies the 
second assertion of our theol ~ m). 
By Easton's result (cf. [2] tr:ere exists a notion of forcing P in M, so that P is 
c%-closed for all n ~ ~o and if G is P-generic over M[a] then, 
M[G]~(Ua)(k)  = 1 *-~ 2". . . . . . .  2". ..... . 
a, and B are nth order equivalent in M[G] too since P is oJ,,-closed and therefore 
(P" (A))M~ol = (P" (A))~t~ 1" 
The isomorphism ~of countable models is absolute, so M[G]~A~B.  P is oJ~ 
closed, he,ice (P(w))MEG~ =(P(co))MEa3, the elements of (P(w))Mt,,l are constructible 
of a; a is ZF definable in M[G] thus M[G]~P(oJ) has a ZF definable well- 
ordering, 
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